We previously showed that mutation of m26-11 bases 17 or 18 from C to A led to a 10-to 20-fold reduction in transcriptional activation [17]. Based on structural models, we proposed that these two conserved bases, together with C19, form key C:G base pairs that stabilize a secondary structure required for activity ( Figure 1A) [21]. We hypothesized that when bases 1-16 of m26-11 are replaced with the core of the TMR aptamer (bases simple ways to serve as sophisticated genetic control Mutagenesis studies and secondary structural predicsystems before the advent of modern protein-based tion tools provided a model of both the structure and regulation. In addition, the creation of an activator of key functional determinants in our previously evolved transcription that is dependent on a specific cell-perme-RNA activation domains. This information suggested able synthetic small molecule increases the scope of that a nonessential sequence element could be replaced known RNA regulatory activity, which has been primarily with a small molecule aptamer, and that the structure limited to repression of gene expression [2, 4]. could be disrupted in a predictable manner to regulate function. Together with directed evolution techniques, Significance these tools provide powerful engineering capabilities for functional RNAs. The lack of structural prediction tools
We previously showed that mutation of m26-11 bases 17 or 18 from C to A led to a 10-to 20-fold reduction in transcriptional activation [17] . Based on structural models, we proposed that these two conserved bases, together with C19, form key C:G base pairs that stabilize a secondary structure required for activity ( Figure 1A ) [21] . We hypothesized that when bases 1-16 of m26-11 are replaced with the core of the TMR aptamer (bases Figure 4) . Secondary structure coverage of the theoretical diversity of 1.6 ϫ 10 4 linkers) and used to transform S. cerevisiae selection strain prediction using the mfold algorithm [21] suggests that CCU can replace the conserved CCC sequence and pair YBZ-1. This yeast strain contains HIS3 and lacZ reporter genes downstream of lexA operator sites and expresses with GGG (bases Ϫ3 to Ϫ1; hereafter all base numbers are from clone 96, Figure 1B ) to maintain the key intera LexA-MS2 coat protein fusion that localizes our RNA construct to these reporter genes [22] . RNAs that are action present in the original m26-11 aptamer. We hypothesize that the introduction of the G-U wobble pair capable of transcriptional activation enable the cells to grow in the absence of histidine and to express destabilizes this pairing enough to significantly lower transcriptional activation potency, as evidenced by the ␤-galactosidase.
YBZ simple ways to serve as sophisticated genetic control Mutagenesis studies and secondary structural predicsystems before the advent of modern protein-based tion tools provided a model of both the structure and regulation. In addition, the creation of an activator of key functional determinants in our previously evolved transcription that is dependent on a specific cell-perme-RNA activation domains. This information suggested able synthetic small molecule increases the scope of that a nonessential sequence element could be replaced known RNA regulatory activity, which has been primarily with a small molecule aptamer, and that the structure limited to repression of gene expression [2, 4]. could be disrupted in a predictable manner to regulate function. Together with directed evolution techniques, Significance these tools provide powerful engineering capabilities for functional RNAs. The lack of structural prediction tools
The development of small molecule-dependent switches makes analogous engineering efforts for proteins more difficult.
can facilitate the regulation and study of biological tivation domain. Prior structure-function studies and secondary structural prediction enabled the success-
